*Slovenian society.* The idea for the graph came from the paper of Bernard Brščič, Molža žab ali prihodnost Slovenije (Milking Frogs or the Future of Slovenia) 2014. Demokracija 19:16:24–25/17. april 2014. The study was made within The Institute of Dr. Jože Pučnik, Ljubljana. Brščič proves that the Institute is becoming the right place for the serious research not only in sociology and humanistics, but extends also in the field of information cybernetics dealing with author's informational consciousness in an artificial and natural way. The graph is a result of the so-called informational methodology, extracting the essentially named nodes (substantive phrases) and connecting them mutually by bidirectional connection arcs (verb phrases), located in the middle of the graph. Such a net of connections enables, for instance, the formation of sentences in English by the use of corresponding substantive and verb phrases and, in this way, writing new studies concerning the whole field of meaning belonging to the graph. Simultaneously, the graph is actually a kind of “coat-of-arms”, a must hanging on the black-board of the current government and at Slovenian mass media against the publisher trends to stupefy the publicum.